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ABSTRACT
We focus here on the simulation of surgical acts of types similar to cutting and needle insertion in soft
tissue, in real time (500Hz), where the scale of the surgical instrument is several orders of magnitude
smaller than that of the organ.
We provide review of the state of the art and make propositions (Fig. 1) to address some of the main
difficulties in this area:
- complex geometries - implicit boundaries, XFEM, meshless, advanced meshing
- multiple scales (large gradients) - domain decomposition and model reduction [4]
- error control and adaptivity [1]
- parallel implementation Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) [2, 3]

Figure 1: Two proposed methods for the multiscale simulation of cutting: [Left: two scale description]
Macroscopic crack problem enriched with microscopic fields around the virtual scalpel through XFEM.
Enrichment functions obtained by solving a local (micro) problem. [Right: Global/Local (Macro/Micro)]semiconcurrent multiscale method: the macroscopic crack is obtained through a microscopic simulation. Coarse
scale: geometry and material properties of the brain represented crudely (away from the cut), the cut is
incorporated without remeshing using XFEM. Fine scale (“micro”) representation of the geometry (zoom) in the
vicinity of the cut with implicit representation of the cut and internal organ boundaries by the XFEM, implicit
representation of the interfaces (perfect bonding or contact) between organs and of the voids: regular meshes are
sufficient thanks to enrichment. (Note: micro is used here abusively to denote a scale 10 to 1000 times smaller

than the macroscopic scale (mm).

We then describe a series of contributions in the field of real-time simulation of soft tissue
biomechanics. These contributions address various requirements for interactive simulation of complex
surgical procedures. In particular, we present results in the areas of soft tissue deformation, contact
modelling, simulation of cutting, and haptic rendering, which are all relevant to a variety of medical
interventions. The contributions we describe share a common underlying model of deformation and
rely on GPU implementations to significantly reduce computational expense.
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